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.Dept. ol Justice Mediates Dlsoutel

Present
IBHE
Petition

This agreement of May 6, 1976,
between Governors State University and the Black Minority Caucus
was reached after a series of
negotiating sessions. The parties
were assisted in reaching this
agreement by Jesse Taylor,
mediator for the Midwest Office of
the Community relations Service
(CRS), U. S. Department of
Justice.
In April of 1976 some Black staff
from Governors State Univeristy
and persons from the surrounding

Bell Rips

Springfield, lllinois, April 'l:l,
1976 - College students armed
with 20,000 petition signatures and
a huge banner will converge on
Springfield May 12 to protest a
proposed fiscal year 1977 tuition in
SPRINGFIELD-State Senator
crease. Representatives of the James F. "Jim" Bell, R-Joliet,
Association of Illinois Student today ripped Democratic leaders•
Governments' twenty-two member of the lllinois General Assembly
schools will gather on the Capitol for playing partisan political
steps at 2:00 p.m. to demonstrate games with the consideration of a
their united stance against a serious legislative proposal
.
tuition hike.The highlights of the
Bell alleged that because of his
afternoon will be delivery of the candidacy for re-election in this
signed petitions to members of the f a11 • s
g e n e r a1
election,
General Assembly and unfurling of Democratic leaders in the Senate
the banner.
torpedoed a bill he recently inThe petitions call for the Gover troduced to re-create the death
nor and the General Assembly "to penalty for persons convicted of
take
appropriate actions
to any of six different types of murprevent the proposed tuition in der.
creases; and to fund higher
"Last week the Domocrateducation at the greater of the two controlled Senate Rules Comlevels recommended by the Board mittee voted to keep my bill from
of Higher Education. ''The banner, further consideration by the
constructed of twelve king-size legislature," Bell said. "But at
bedsheets,
will
read
" NO the same time, the House Rules
TUITION INCREASE."
Committee, which is controlled
The students will meet at the b y
the
Democratic House
·
AISG office at 318 S. Fourth 1 eaders, gave 1ts approva1 to an
·
Street at 1:00 p.m., and then walk a1most 'd
oduced
· 1 bI'll mtr
I enbca
the short distance to the Capitol.
by Rep. George Sangmeister, my
The Association of Illinois fall opponent."
Student Governments is an af
Bell said the maneuvering is a
filiation of student organizations of political ploy aimed at making
twenty-two public colleges and him look legislatively inactive,
universities having a combined while his opponent is given every
enrollment of 200,000.
opportunity t_o gain recognition.

Partisan Games

Petitions Available for SSAC
All students who are interested in becoming a member of the
Student Services- Advisory Committee CSSAC) may pick up'
nomination petitions for the upcoming SSAC Election, which will be
held the week of May 17, 1976, in Student Services. The deadline for
the return of these petitions is Wednesday, May 12, 1976.

community contacted the Commuity Relations Service of the
Department of Justice and asked
that they mediate a dispute between
the
University
administration and the Black
Minority Caucus.
The University agreed to discuss
the issued related to the dispute in
A G R E EM E N T
B E TW E E N
GOVERNORS STATE UNI VERSITY
THE

AND
BLACK
MINO R I TY
CAUCUS

good faith in order to reduce camadexplain
tension s,
Pus
ministrative actions to members of
.
the Black M mon'tY Caucus, and to
seek w_ays to improv� com_
mun1cabon
and cooperation between the Univeristy and its Black
.
constituents.
The Blac k Minon'ty Caucus, too,
eed to discuss these same
�gr
_
.
Issues WI th representabves of the

University and to make recom
mendations to reduce tensions and
work twoard cooperative relation
ships.
The following is a statement of
agreement by the University' and
the members of the Black Minority
Caucus:
The Office of the President
recognizes the Black Minority
Caucus as a legitimate interest
group and will meet with it on a
regular basis to be advised on
Black concerns.
The Black Minority Caucus
Steering Committee will schedule
a monthly open meeting, outside
required working hours for nonexempt civil service employees, to
which will expressly be invited all
.
Black Governors State Uruvers't
l
professional and civil service personnel and students.
!he age�da will
?pe�, and
mmutes wtll be kept md1cating all
·
areas of concern expressed m the
regu1 ar meet'mgs. Minu tes will be

Y

�

cont 1nue on page

2

s tu d ent N urs1ng Loans
•

Ava·11able At GSU
PARK FOREST 'soUTH, Ill.
1.0. _Student nursing loans and
grants are available in the office

of financial aids at Governors
State University.
T h e r e a r e ci tize nship,
academic status, and financial
need requirements in order for
students to be eligible.

Herbert Robinson, director of
financial aids at Governors State

University, explained:
"Citizenship - A student applicant must be a citizen or other

national of the United States, or a
permanent resident of the trust

territory of the Pacific Islands, or
one who intends to become a
permanent resident of the United
States, Puerto Rico, the V irgin

Islands, or Guam. A student who

is in this country on a visitor's
visa is not eligible.

"Academic status - An ap
plicant must be (a) enrolled or

accepted for enrollment as a full
time, or at least half-time

(

RCHfVES

student, and Cbl capable, in the

opinion of the school, of maintaining good standing in the
course of study.
"Financial need - A student
must be in need of the requested

assistance in order to pursue the
full-time of half-time course of

study. In order for the financial
aid office to determine financial

need, a student must subm1't an
American College Testing <ACT)

Travel
SSAC
Topic
The s· .S..
A C. meeting was called
to order at 5 : 30 p.m. on April 20,
1976• by Vice Chairman James
Sanders. Olajide Olukoga said that
five students had their travel
requests approved by S.S.A.C.:
Nathaniel T. Person, Ronald F.
Hall James Sanders Ola 'ide F·
1a o n
Oluko a and Adrie 'n
They
all to receiv
g�
to Atlanta ·
·
·
The v·ce
Chairman
I
asked agam
for old business. OlaJ'ide asked
about travel for students belonging
to clubs that have travelled before.
His question to the committee was:
"Should the students be permitted
to use club monies for travel?"
The committee,
after consideration. decided that the
Southern African Liberation Committee <Club> could use club funds
for travel purposes, and also that
the Infinity could use their club
money for travel.
Mr. Davis also mentioned that
the S.S.A.C. van repair costs were
bet ween $700 and $1,000. Mr. Davis

!r�

d �!
� �.OO

Continue on page 2
family financial statement."
F o r f u r t her inf o r m a t i o n ,
contact the office of financial aids
at 534-5000, ext. 2161.

"I Have A Dream" Free
Tickets Still Available
PARK FOREST SOUTH, Ul.-A limited number of free tickets for
the play "I Have a Dream" will be given to students at Governors
State University.
On a basis of first come, first served, the free tickets will be
available in university student services Friday, May 14. Students
must show a valid ID card.
Tickets will be for the matinee Saturday, May 15. 2:30p.m.
The life of the late Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., "I Have a
Dream" stars Billy Dee Williams at Chicago's Arie Crown theater
in McCormick place.

..
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Deot. ol Justice Mediates
published and distributed in the
usual way.
As a part o( the University Af
firmative Action Policy and Plan,
goals for the employment of
females and minorities will be
established for the University and
for the respective units. Im
plementation of Affirmative Ac
tion goals will be the responsibility
of each unit head and will be a fac
tor in that unit head's evaluation.
The University will work to im
plement the goals established by
the Affirmative Action Policy and
Plan which will be submitted to the
Board of Governors at its June
meeting as required and ad
ministratively implemented im
mediately upon approval.
The University administrative is
committed to the maintenance and
improvement of its current overall
percentage of female and minority
employees which is 29 female
and 30minority.
The Affirmative Action Plan will
include

provisions

for

minority

representation within the Univer
sity Assembly committees con
sistent with minority represen
tation within the constituencies of
the total University.
The Affirmative Action Plan will
include guidelines '.>r recom
mending and confirming acting ap
pointments.
The Human Services Committee

of the University will be asked to
develop as a part of the
Professional Personnel System
guidelines for the evaluation an
retention, non-retention and
demotion of administrators.
Minority personnel will assist all
Search Committees to identify
qualified, competent minor\ty can
didates in writing and will be
represented on all 'Search Com
mittees

d

The Black Minority Caucus will

assist the University in recruiting
low-income and minority students
into educational programs where
the University has demonstrable
resources and where minorities
are underrepresented in the job
market; existing human and fiscal

resources in all colleges will be University should be continued and
better utilized to meet the needs of enhanced especially as it relates to
low-income and minority students. community development and comAll University personnel will munity structure. Community Ser
m�ke every effort to assist vices will continue to be an integral
.
mmor1ty students and staff to go on part of the executive structure of
to further graduate study, the University during the tenure of
especially in professional fields the present President.
The Administrative Council will
where minority personnel are
scarce.
meet with the University Deans on
Continuing priority will be given a regular monthly basis and at
to funding programs and services such other times as requested by
that �eet the needs of low-income the Deans and Mutually agreed
.
and mmor1ty students.
upon by the Vice President for
Affairs and the
lnservice programs
and in- Academic
ternships will be developed to ex- President. Agenda items will be
pand and upgrade skills and com- submitted by the Deans through
petencies especially of minorities the Vice President for Academic
and women to enable them to Affairs.
qualify for higher positions in the
University and elsewhere. The
plan will include the integration
and coordination of career plan
ning services and the publication
and dissemination of information
about these services.
Continue from page 1
T h e Vice P r e s i de n t f o r
Academic Affairs will coordinate
the development of student and
staff orientation, focusing on the also mentioned that- Henry Barton
University's mission and mandate needs $800 to participate in the
especially as it relates to low Olympic Competition for the Mar
committee
The
Arts.
tial
income and minority students.
$800 for the
approved
unanimously
Representatives of the Black
Minority Caucus will work with the trip.
A proposal from the GSU Alumni
Office of University Relations and
Office of Research and Innovation Association was presented, asking
in compiling, reporting, and S.S.A.C. for a $2000 subsidy.
disseminating information about Olajide talked favorably about the
proposal. Janet Gordly asked that
Black minority achievements.
Representatives of the Black the Alumni Association submit a
Minority Caucus will work with the budget for the entire year, and that
Office of the Vice President for since the activities were scattered,
Research and Innovation and the S.S.A.C. should subsidize only a
faculty in each college in the portion of the proposal now. Mr.
development of instruments for Bill Dodd discussed why the GSU
assessing and evaluating students Alumni is asking S.S.A.C. for
consistent with the diversity of money. After discussion of the
their cultures and backgrounds. proposal S.S.A.C approved the sub
These groups agree to perform a sidy.
A proposal was presented to
review of the University's past and
present utilization of mini-grant S.S.A.C. by Linda Cottichio for
monies as they relate to ad students to attend an Introduction
dressing the concerns and to Drama and Psychotherapy
Workshop, that is to be held at GSU
educational needs of minorities.
The commitment of minority in May, l!Y76. The amount of the
concerns of the Community Ser proposal was $992.48 for 25 needy
vices wing of Governors State students. Non-students' fee is

SSAC Meetin�

"Around Campus"
The Justice Department came to GSU to mediate the
racial dispute which surfaced two months ago following the dismissal of Bob Lott
as Director Student Services. During their meeting held last week, an a greement
was reached between the Black Caucus and Administrative personnel.Two months
have passed since the Bob Lott issue erupted and the official Grievance Committee
has yet to hold it's first meeting. It has been reported that there is no Grievance
Committee yet. The YMCA has informed the Innovator through an intermediary
that the "Y" originally proposed that students pay no fees to the YMCA. The
decision, to charge students, the Director said, was an administrative decision
taken by GSU. A phone call was received at the Innovator from the Golf Course
across the street. The man said he want to offer cut-rate programs to students. He
had called Mr. Howe at GSU but was passed to someone else. After several calls
and two visits to GSU, the caller said he was advised to present his problem to the
Student newspaper for restitution. We cannot help but comment that if it is this dif
ficult to present cut-rate programs to students, well, hell. If you are new to GSU
you probably noticed the spikes at the exit of each parking lot. But did you notice
the yeiJow posts? Those scratchs were put there by cars like yours. A conversation
about competency in HLD was overheard by this Reporter recently. Interested, I
listened but soon was asked by the administrative participant to leave. I did hear
him talk about ways to test competency. A pretty heavy subject at GSU, but when
you think about. it, what's the best way to test a baseball player who took a com
petency based baseball course, say, at GSU? Off the campus, during a con
versation with a Junior high school principal, the word competency brought up
many questions, one of which was "how do you measure "competency?" How
'bout "individually" for openers ...

$50.00.
S.S.A.C. approved a proposal to
pay all fees for students who are on
financial aid and part of the fees
for regular students.
Jerome Starks submitted a
proposal for $300.00 for food �r 14
students to attend a Bosk>n Hally
for Bussing Discrimination on
April 23 and 24, 1!Y76. The proposal
was accepted.
Henry Barton announced that
the GSU University Assembly
student
that
recommended
assistant deans and student
representatives should meet for
purposes of forming a coalition for
student government.
The Electric Mirror Club
<camera club) was funded for
$1,900 to go to Guatemala to make
a film.
The following students were ap
proved to travel to various con
ferences: Gloria Brown, Joan
Byas, Rosco Hodges, James Parks
-$994 . 00, Washington, D.C.; Karla
Kindred - $300.00 - Washington,
D.C.; Southern African Liberation
Club - <students - Ed Moore, Ed
F o r d , R i c h a r d Jon es, Ed
Washington. Linda Willard $300 . 00 - New York, New York;
Barbara Morton- $300 . 00- Denver,
Colorado; Infinity Club - $800. 00 Michigan; Juanita Serverns $300.00- New York, New York.
The Electric Mirror was denied
$660.00to go to New Orleans.

Piekarczyk
Jo.ins Music
Staff
GSU is proud to have Mr. Jim
Piekarczyk on its music faculty.
He is one of America's outstanding
drum set players, as well as a
proficient musician and percussion
teacher. A versatile musician, he
is adept at drum set and percussion, with experience in
classical, opera, modern music,
jingles, rock, and jazz.
P �ul U�verjim studies at
.
ca�o,
hool of M�Ic 10
s1ty
lli10?1S and th� Indiana mversity
us1c School 10 Bl�mmgton, Ind1ana.
.
.
J1m was percuss1. 0mst and dance

�

D�

�

y

C:lu

band drummer with the 300th and
423rd Army Band for one year and
shows in Viet
played U.S.O.
nam for one year. He is a player
teacher with three years of raod
expereicbe as a drummer working
with The Drifters, Doby Gray,
Thad Swift, Jerry Lewis, Merle
Haggard, Lorie Johnson, Sergio
Franchi, the Four Lads, and other
at such places of renown as the
Ambassador Hotel and Statler
Hilton in Los Angeles, Disneyland,
and Las Vegas. He was principal
percussionist with the Northwest
Indiana Symphony Orchestra for
two seasons, working under Ar
thur Fiedler and performing with
Jose Iturbi, Ruggiero Ricci, and
Rudolf Nureyev.
Jim is currently teaching at
Frank's Drum Shop in Chicago as
well playing jobbing dates and
preparing clinics for the public
performance. He has written a
drum set book entitled Endurance
For the Drum Set, and composed a
piece titled Blues Abstract for per
cussion ensemble. Jim has also
bee n a member of the Percussive
Arts Society for the past five years
and is a contributing author to the
Board of Advisors of the State
Chapter of the P.A.S. He is also
founder of the Biofeedback Per
cussion Group, which promotes
live music percussion to the public.
Jim is innovator of applied per
cussion studies at GSU, a program
which leads the individual in
playing percussion from past to
present, along with tracing styles
and analyses of the drum set from
pre-jazz to contemporary playing,
i.e. <Baby Dodds to Bill Cobban).
Furthermore, he has developed a
percussion ensemble workshop
and a class on the history of per
cussion.

LRC ID Cards
Effective with the beginning of
the Spring - Summer Trimester
1!Y76 the LRC intends to strictly en
force the rule that no materials
may be charged out without a
currently validated ID Card.
All students, faculty and staff
members who need to have their
ID Cards updated should take
them to Student Services. Student
Services hours are as follows:
Monday ThursdaY 8··30 a.m.
8.. 00p.m.
Friday8:30a.m. -S:OOp.m.
_

_

THE PRICELESS BEAUTY OF ORIENTALS
AT A LOW LOW LOW PRICE
PRICES FROM

6X9-$6995
9X12-$11495
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

COUPON
1 Coupon Per Purchase

$1()00 OFF ANY
ORIENTAL WITH
THIS COUPON

I
�

Coupon Expires 5·15-76
------------

NOW!!! VAN FUR

BLACK
WHITE
BROWN
RED

.!

5"
Lin. Ft.

.
.
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����G
BOG Asks Senate for
Additional Funds
The Senate Appropriations Committee heard testimony on April

28 concerning the FY71 appropriations request by the Board of

Governors of State Colleges and Universities. Dr. Donald Walters,
the Executive Officer of the Board of Governors, testified in behalf
of the five universities in the Board of Governors system.
The Board of Governors has requested an appropriation of $94.5
million for the 76-77 school year. This is an increase of $10.3 million,
or 12.3, over the appropriations for FY76.
Dr. Walters urged the Committee to give special consideration to
the needs of the Board of Governors System as it reviews the
priorities established in the Governor's FY77 budget recom
mendations.
Dr. Walters emphasized in particular the importance of
providing funds for the salary increases to Faculty members and
other university employees because of the effects of inflation.
Almost half of the additional funds requested by the Board of
Governors are for increased salaries for university employees. The
$4.7 million requested for salary increases would provide funds for
an average salary increase of 7 for all university employees and an
additional 2 for the lowest paid employees.
Dr. Walters also emphasized need for additional funds to serve
the increasing enrollments of the universities in the Board of
Governors System. He noted that $3.6 million has been requested
for the continued development of programs designed to meet the
career goals of students, and the critical needs of society. This
request would provide funds for programs such as Criminal Justice
and Law Enforcement, Business and Energy Management, Nur
sing and other Health Related Fields.
The Committee deferred action on the Board of Governors ap
propriation bill for further review and consideration.
The Board of Governors FY77 appropriations request is included
in SB1626, which is sponsored by Senator Howard Carrol ( Dem.,
Chicago).

PARK FOREST SOUTH, ILL.-A police professional journal has
awarded a best article award to a Governors State University
student.
Chief of Police Charles Chamberlin of Park Forest South, a
student in the College of Business and Public Service, will receive
the publication's best police science article award for his " Iden
tifying La tents with the Five Finger System"
Law and Order of New York City, an independent magazine for
the police profession, gives awards annually for the best arlicles in
traffic, police science, photography, working with youth, and
equipment.
Editor Frank G. MacAloon wrote:
"We have just completed the tabulation of the ballots for the 1975
Law and Order editorial awards. . . .
"The members o f our editorial review . board, voting in
dependently, submitted their selections in each class. The winners
were clear cut in every case.
"Your police science article, 'Identifying Latents with the Five
Finger System,' which appeared in the July, 1975, issue, was
judged best of all the police science articles we published in 1975.
"Congratulations.
"This award, a large bronze plaque mounted on a hardwood
board, is made to the department."

Euro Seminar
PARK FOREST SOUTH, lll - A European summer travel
seminar, offered by Governors State University, still has airplane
space available. A native of England and director of recreative
studies, Dr. Benjamin Lowe, will be supervisor for the trip to nor
thern England, departing June 30 and returning July 22 for a total
cost of approximately $900 .
,
Additional information about the compact educational, cultural,
and recreational experience to explore the limits of stress-physical,
psychological, and social, may be obtained by telephoning Dr.
Lowe at 312/534-5000 ,X21 13.

Bicentennial Art

A free bicentennial art display will be shpwn at Governors State
University Wednesday, May 19.
The exhibit, to remind the public of the deep cultural heritage of
.
Amencans, past and present, will be from 2 to 8 p.m. in the lounge
of the College of Cultural Studies.
The exhibition of original graphic art, major works by early and
modern masters, is in cooperation with Ferdinand Roten Galleries
'
Inc. , of Baltimore, Md.

OG Office Moved to Dl204

..... .....

Governors State· Learning

A panel discussion on "Jobs in
Media" was presented April 22 at
GSU by the Chicago Media Lab
class.
Representatives of various areas
of media were invited to join with
students in a discussion of op
portunities in the job market for
media students.
Those appearing were Harry
Porterfield, Channel 2 News, John
Mies, WLS-TV News Director,
Jack Wilson, WTTW Channel 1 1 ,
Virginia Porter, editor of Tuesday
Magazine, John O'Brien, Chicago
Tribune reporter and Lincoln
Bamba, of the Leo Burnett Adv.
Co.
Each of the invited speakers
gave a brief history of their own
personal career, how they began,
what influenced them to enter
media work, their training, etc.
The student panel, with John
Biro moderating, had many
questions for the guests. Among

them were "What kind of
preparation do I need?" "What
type of personality lends itself to
media work? " and "What do I
show a prospective employer?"
Harry Porterfield and John Mies
acknowledged that they had little
formal preparation for their
present jobs, both of them having
worked their way up through the
years to their present successful
positions. However, both of them
were quick to add that in today's
educational
good
a
world
background was a valuable asset.
Virginia Porter stated that a
writer should be well-rounded and
knowledgeable in many areas,
hence a liberal arts background
would be helpful.
"Self-confidence is most im
portant in seeking a job in media,"
said Jack Wilson, WTTW-TV.
"You have to sell yourself, be sure
of what you can do, and know what
you can do," he added. Also, he

said, "Remember that whatever
you promise an employer you have
to be able to deliver it. You may
bluff your way through an in
terview, but on the job you will be
expected to perform, so be ready. "
Queried about availability of
jobs the panelists replied that
20,000 journalism students were
leaving college and there were
8,000 jobs available.
Following the seminar there was
a coffee hour during which time
the panelists visited informally
with the audience.
The seminar was planned by
graduate students as a project of
the Chicago Media Lab class, Mel
Muchnik, instructor. Joan Lewis,
Publications Editor helped coor
dinate the event.
In the College of Culttiral
Studies, Chicago Media Lab is of
fered through the mass media
program which leads to the
bachelors and masters of arts
degrees.

Olivia Records Comes to GSU
Olivia Records is a national
women's recording company,
based in Los Angeles, California.
Olivia was established in 1973
with 4 goals in mind :
1. to make women's music
(music that speaks honestly and
realistically about women's
lives) available to the public ;
2. to provide talented women
oriented musicians with access to
the recording industry and con
trol over their music;
3. to provide training for
women in all aspects of the recor
ding industry ;

4. to provide jobs for large
numbers of women, with
reasonable salaries and in unop
pressive situations.
Olivia records have been
popular in Chicago and are
regularly featured on several
Chicago radio stations. Barbara
Atkinson, Olivia's distributor for
Chicago suburbs, hopes to bring
fine women's music to Governors
State. Hopefully, Olivia records
will soon be carried by the GSU
Bookstore. Meanwhile, Cris
The
album,
Williamson's
Changer and the Changed , has

been donated to the LRC and is
available for easy listening;
more albums will soon be
available. There are also
songbooks and tape cassettes
available of Olivia recordings.
Olivia is responsive to women's
needs and is reflective of
women's lives. Suggestions,
questions, criticisms and any
reactions to its products are in
vited. Interested persons should
contact Barbara Atkinson, 355
Whitney, Joliet, Dl., or call (815)
726-5908.

Lowe Appoint ed
Dr. Benjamin Lowe has been ap
pointed as the first chairperson by
the president of the National
Association for Sport and Physical
Education. Mr. Lowe is a professor

at Governors State University.
NASPE provid es for the
establishment of nine academies.
The academies' purpose will be to
recom mend
and
implem ent

programs with NASPE, to further
and enhance the body of knowledge
relating to their specific area of in
terest in physical education and
sport.
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(source: Top Years of Lynchings; R. Gi��uri.)

Local Grand Dragon

DUBOIS

EYEWITNESS TELLS OF lYNCHING

·Discusses KKK

CLARKSDALE, Miss., June 9-Despite the reluctance
of witnesses to openly discuss the lynching of two Mis
sissippi negroes that took place here yesterday, the local
newspaper was able to secure the following eye-witness
account of the affair from a man who, nevertheless, re
fuses to give his name for fear of retaliation by towns
men:
I saw them hang two negroes last night.
The negroes screamed and prayed, but they died.
Just before they died they called on the Lord to help
them.
"It won't do you no g�d to pray niggers, where
you're goin," someone in the crowd shouted to them.
Some of the men wanted to cut them up. "We better
not waste too much time," someone else said, " 'cause
the sheriff will be along any time."
It was getting pretty dark when we got to a bridge
over a small creek near Lambert. "Here is a good spot
to get rid of them niggers," a fellow in the car with
them said.
We all stopped. There must have been close to 200
men from around the neighborhood. The negroes were

Andrew Jackson of Alsip is
Grand Dragoo of the Midlothian

based chapter of the National
Knights of the Klu Klux Klan.

Jackson attends the Law En
forcement Program at Moraine
Valley Community College.
1be Klu Klux Klan, according
to an article in the Suburban
Week written by Mark Fineman,
is described by Jackson as a
"non-violent group" whose two
basic goals are "to maintain
white supremacy and purity"
and "to keep the Jews out of
government".

thrown out of the car. Ropes were tied around their necks.
They screamed louder.
"Cut out that crying you black So and So'11," some
one shouted.
One of the negroes was hit in the ear. He fell down.
"Oh Lordy, save me," he shoutea. Someone ki��
him. He got up swaying from side to side as if drunk.

1be KKK was formed in 1886
and since bas become famous for

violent

acts

against

blacks.

Hanging of blacks was com

The crowd dragged the negroes to the edge of the
bridge.
"Push them off," a voice cried.
They were pushed.
Swinging down you could hear their necks crack. It
made me right sick for a minute.
The bodies started swaying around, !!pinning back and
forth.
Around and around they spun, sort of like two black
tops on a string.
"Shall we cut them down now!" someone asked.
"Hell, no," another man said. "Leave them up there
for crow-bait."
For a while no one said anything. Everybody just stood
still and watched them swing. Finally we started movin'
away. I went home. I couldn't eat no supper.
I still saw them bodies swinging.

monplace and some place the
figure of blacks killed at over
1800.

Jackson states in the article,
"We're a nonviolent group and I
lmow we have a long way to go to
change our image before people
recognize that." He adds "we
believe in ballots, not bullets. But
if it comes to it, we've got the

bullets."
An example of the non-violence

Jackson speaks of was given by
him in the April 28 article. " For
example, there was a bar in
Midlothian that threw out a klan
b r ot h e r f o r p a s s i n g o u t

(PENNSYLVANIA) EXPRESS

June 9, 1934

literature." Jackson said, "We
tried to talk to the owner but he
said we couldn't go in there any
more. So we went to som e black
neighborhoods on the South Side

and passed out leaflets ad
vertising a "super soul jam" at
the man's bar. I hope be likes
blacks now, because they're
always coming in there."

•••

&W
Tech-Toys and Tech-Terms
RohrtBiae
Way back in the early days of
there arose a need to create
a bureaucracy that was to regualte
the licensing and monitoring of
"community commitment" of
station owners. 1be problems was
that wben the new fad really took
off-took off meaning mass consumptioo-tbere were so many
broadcasting stations that unless
you bad a Vf!r/ high frequency
capacity you could forget it. So the
Federal Communications Commission was established in 1929.
Evf!rjbody that lmew about
radio wanted one . 'Ibis curious
talking box. It sing, ildances, but
you could not talk to it.it! No matter, its purpose was fulfilled the
mystery of it all was unthinkable.
1bose who doubted its cheated inteotion and political applications
were swept away by a building
stream of interesting new

radio,

programming .

Let us call the radio a "tech-toy"
and in fact, let us call all or any

tool machine, or associated elec-

tronic automa tech-toys.
It does not take a bard look or
geouis to discover that the word
"tech" gets its origin from
teclmology! Evf!rjbody knows
what that is.
Ask any small person under 5
years old 8Dd they will tell you
what toys are and what you do with
them. So cleverly we put them
together and you have not a
cosmological revelation but a
clever- way of characterizing or
symbolizing a pbenomenom. 1be
pre«CUpation and occupation of
the western mind with and into
•'tbing love."

America
lo v e s
things.
Sometimes I think Americans love
things more than people, i.e.,
human beings?? Cars are great
tech-toys. In fact, the preoccupation with "customizing"
creates a multi-million dollar industry of jobs, and ecological
pollution for the automobile arlists.
So as not to-stray to far from the
point, currently standing as the
newest tech-toy in American we
have the citizens band radio.
Hand held or desk calculators
are fine for mechanical problemboredom!
Long-distance truck drivers
depend on this medium f1 communication., not only to warn each
other where the danger zones are
(�ruck drivers can make better
bme when the smokies' location is
known), but of the usual condition
of the highways on which they are
like messages in a communication
system of rubber steel and concrete.
The citizens band radio is not a
new in�en�on. 1be point bere is
not beginrungs, but future course
and trend.
.
IS lmow. More people
1be
have CB s now than ever before.
CB Me Call's, convoy � caps
the phenomenom. Betty Ford got
one too!
This writing is not to promote
tech-to>:s! Few of us really have
.
any cho1cem the matter.
The lucky folks are the ones who
have some acquaintance with
cybernetics and communication
theory . IAlcky because they know
about the inevitable tendency of

c�

technology to re-create more The CB craze as some have My ending for this literary extechnology and lucky beca use they perhaps hastily characterized it, is elusion is this; if somebody would
are not unaware of the rising use of the beginning of mass therapy! ask me how I would characterize
tech-terms.
With the advantage of mobile the state of American life for the
When
you
need average person, I would say: if
Here is an example of a couple therapist.
such terms. Spaced- out is when a somebody to lean on as you move Americans who can afford to
person
feels
like
blowing on, turn on and rap on! CB's might tinker with tech-toys would show
somebody's mind . When an event not only bring Americans together the same creative zeal towards
or person gets their mind blown it in a pleasant social activity, but solving human problems (star
is like loosing the top of your �d! also prove to be the greatest tech- vation, miseries of all sorts), then
toy in mass consumption. The FCC perhaps "thing love" would be
Get the picture.
Thus we have tech-toys and tech- is holding up on licenses now replaced with people love. Yet
terms !
because of application overload; to somehow such a course for
inand
experts
1be former as the means the lat- speed up present processing a American
ter the method·' resul� in the special zip code bas been tellectuals is slow in conception
and even slower in practice. It is at
state of 21st century western established.
present unthinkable.
mind.'
1be most favorite tech-toy by far
is the television! Unlike the talking
"'Ilor·'-�1�IW
l'f I
resen
box (radio-audio ), which requires
a "great stretch" of the
PARK . F�RES T �OU�H , im� � bitions in the area of
"imagination," this tech-toy
are still be� ��uality. .
ILL.-Applications
equipped
comes
with imagination
.
.
.
1be partiCipants will be m
built right in' Seeing may be accepted for the commUDlcation
believing
it is not ex- and human sexuality workshop to troduced to a variety of enriching
per;enc:mg Like other tech-toys be offered by Governors State communication experiences that
such as ·the typewriter the University Friday and Saturday, can lead to emotional closeness,
May 21 1c 22, 1976. Tulsi B. Saral mutual joy, and spon taneity in
television demands strict
ce. You must remain almost in a will present the free workshop for sexual expression in interpersonal
military posture <mentall y) gazing the public May 21 from 6 to 10 p.m. relationships."
A registered psychologist, Dr.
at a rapid succesis on of elec- and May 22 from_9 a.�. to 5 p.m.
Dr. Saral, Dmvemty Professor Saral holds
tromagnetic stimuli. <AV-sight
a Ph.D. in com.
_
of �mmUDl_ cation
Sc1ence and munication and psychology, and
and sound).
The recent admission by AssiStant Dean for Student Ar- bas received extensive training in
educated intelligeot people that ticula�on in the College of Human group counseling , integrity groups,
television is contributing to and
� and Development, ex- T-groups, personal growth labs,
plaiDed:
p
�
and Gestalt methodology.
v
acts
t
lus be
couragiog oileo
"Most sex relationships are
At Governors State University
a useful "educational 'Tech' toy"
fmds me wondering about those m� by the lack of spon- be teaches courses in persona l
folks who are called opinion- t a n�1 t y. � ? d h o n e s t c o m - interpersonal growth, Human
makers. Such a research finding is mUDlcation.
Values Human Consciousness and
"Through a �es of verbal and 1beraPu
not earth sbattering.Itis however
e tic Communication and
comfOI'tipg to 1mow
�verbal exerases, �workshop leads workshops in human.
will help the partiCipants be sexuality.
tbereis.thinking!!'!
beCOme awai'ct bf the assilihed 'hOd

mp
Sar.-l

-p

ts

bui
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Dean Elected to School Board

Award to a GS U Studen t
PARK FOREST SOUTH, lll.-A police professional journal has
awarded a best article award to a Governors State University
student.
Chief of Police Charles Chamberline of Park ForesForest South,
a student in the College of Business and Public Serivce, will receive
the publication's best police science article award for his "Iden
tifying Latents with the Five Finger System."
Law and Order of New York City, an independent magazine for
the police profession, gives award an \Ually for the best articles in
traffic, police science, photography, working with youth, and
equipm�nt.

Latino Wor kshop·
SOUTH,
FOREST
PARK
Dl.-"Issues of the Latino Community" will be a public
workshop at Governors State
University Saturday, May 15,
from 9 : 30 a . m . to 3 : 45 p.m.
Com " Cross-Cu l t ural
munication and Understanding"
will be the keynote address by
Prof. Samuel Betances in the
university conference center.
"Education-Competencies of
Bilingual-Bicultural Teachers"
will be discussed by Maria Swanson, director of the Bilingual
Service center ;
Educatio n
"Cultural Studies-Latinos in
lliinois," Maria Cerda, director
i ns t i t u t e ;
Latino
the
of
"Business-A Cross-Cultural Yenture , " Cesar Dovalina , La
Maragarita restaurants, and
"Public Health-Cross-Cultural
Communication," Jorge Prieto,
M

"Bilingual-Bicultural Offerings
at Governors State University"
by Tom Deem will be followed by
a discussion panel for the College
of Business and Public Service,
Armando Triana ; College of
Cultural Studies, Theresa Duron ;
College of Environmental and
Applied Sciences, Arlene Gran
derson and Clementine Coleman ;
College of Human Learning and
Development, Rafaela Weffer
and Vinicio Reyes, and the Board
of Governors degree program
and co�perative education op
portunities, Betty Stanley.
Dr. Ted Andrews, acting vice
president for academic affairs,
will give the welcome.
Registration fee of $3 includes
ethnic lunch and entertain ment.
Further information about the
workshop may be obtained from
Dr. Vincio H. Reyes at 312534-

: �:.::!�:!a::�!�:! ��
c

has

enee .
K.S .
published an article entitled "Communications Satellites: Can
They Meet India's Needs? " The article was published in The Hindu
and English language journal and considered to be the most respec
ted in India . The article deals with the recent enthusiasm among
Indians in using the satellites for education, economic develop
ment, agriculture and family planning. The article warns against
substituting the satellites to other means of communication par
ticularly interpersonal.
Sitaram is also invited by Massachusetts Institute of Technology
to be a research associate at the MIT Center for International
Studies this summer.

Women's Weekend
The South Subruban Area YWCA has scheduled its second
"Women's Weekend" from May 14 through May 16. This "do your
own thing" experience was a tremendous success last fall in the
rustic setting of the YW's Forest Beach Camp in New Buffalo,
Michigan. At the request of both women who attended and women
who were unable to attend at that time, the YW has scheduled this
second weekend away.
There are three resource programs slotted for presentation and
participation, but participation is totally by choice. "Woman, The
Victim of Rape," "The Second Forty Years," and ''Creative
Career/Life Planning" are the planned programs which will be
available. In addition to these programs, the beach and woods set
ting of the camp facilitates nature walks, alone or shared. There
are tennis courts, ping-pong tables, and horses nearby I
Transportation to the Forest Beach Camp will be provided.
Departure time is scheduled for 6-7 p.m. on Friday, May 14, from
the Park Forest Plaza. The return arrival time is 5 p.m., Sunday,
May 16. The fee for the entire weekend is $30 for YW members. For
non-members, membership is required at the time of registration ;
annual contributing membership is $10. For further information
and registration, contact the YW office, 45 Plaza, Park Forest, 7485660.

FAD Meeting on Feminism
FAD will meet on Monday, May 17, 1976, from 12 : 00 Noon to 1 : 30
P.M. in BPS Conference Room . HARRIET GROSS from CCS will
discuss the topic : FEMINISM : AN INTELLECTUAL CORREC
TIVE. A related article may be picked up from Linda Coffie ( E'!xt.
2422, CCS ) .
For those who are not familiar with FAD, Faculty Academic
Discussion has been established to satisfy both social and personal
growth needs of Faculty members and other interested individuals
through discussions on academic topics. Although the discussion
leaders are faculty members, other person : Civil Service, stu
dents and the community at latge are encouraged to participate.
t
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Dean

Cogdell

PARK
FOREST
SOUTN,
ILL.-Newly elected to t he Board
of the Homewood-Flossmoor High
School District 233 is Dr. Roy
Cogdell, Dean of the College of
Human Learning and Develop
ment at Governors State Univer
sity.
Cogdell describes himself as
"delighted" with the outcome of
the election and sees Board service
as "an extension of GSU'x man
date to Community Service."
Chairman of the University's
Teacher
Certification
Com�

mission, t he educator views his
new position as an "opportunity to
integrate teacher education theory
with teacher practice."
Dean Cogdell brings extensive
experience to his new office. He
holds a B.A. in Psychology from
Morgan State University, an M.A.
in the same field from Howard
University and earned his doc
torate
in
Psychology
and
Educational Administration from
the Catholic University of America
in Washington, D.C.
A former high school teacher,
director of youth programs and ad
visor to the Superintendent of the
District of Columbia Public
Schools, Cogdell serves on the
Board of the Loretto Adult
Education Center and has recently
bee n appointed by the United
States Commissioner of Educat i on

to the Title I Audit Hearing Board.
In 1975 HEW Secretary Wein
berger appointed Cogdell to the
National Financial Aid Advisory

Commission, a position he will hold
through 1978. The 40-year old
educator also· serves as GSU
liaison to the lllinois Office of
Education. He is listed in Who's
Who in the United States, Noted

Americans for the Bicentennial
Year and Who's Who Among Black
Americans.

Prior to his recent election Dean
Cogdell attended several meetings
of the Board and expressed "deep
admiration for the professional
manner in which the meetings are
conducted. I am impressed with
the high caliber leadership the
Board provides the community.
The Board's resolve to provide top
quality e'ducation to a multi-ethnic
student body is especially ' commendable. "
Cogdell, wife Joyce, 16-year old
Roy Jr. and 8-year old Renee live
at 1407 Heather Crescent in
Flossmoor. His oldest daughter,
Joyce, is a graduate student at
Brown U niversity.

� iversity
Project
Any graduate of a Community
College who is interested in a
communications career.
One of the two WSSR-FM
Scholarships at Sangamon State
University in Springfield. The
WSSR Scholarships are valued at
$3000 each and they involve the
earn-while-you-learn theory. The
two recipients will become
student employees of WSSR.
They will work part time during
the school year and full time
during the summer. The ex
perience at WSSR will tie in
directly with the student's
academic work
toward a
Bachelor's Degree in Com
munications.
Deadline for submitting ap
plication is May 15, 1976, for the
1976-77 academic year beginning
Aug. 30, 1976.
Sangamon State University,
Springfield, lllinois 62708.
If you are interested in a com
munications career, have good
grades, have ever experienced
financial difficulties, and want to
work your way through school ,
then you should apply.
Submit a letter and a resume of
your college career to date. In
clude information about your
goals, areas of interest, honors,
hobbies, and college activities.
For more information contact
Dale K. Ouzts, Director of Broad
cast Services at Sangmon State
University, Springfield, lllinois
62708. Or call ( 217) 786-6500 .
Deadline for submitting ap
plication is May 15, 1976, for the
1976-77 academic year beginning
August 30, 1976.

Free Classified
advertising for all
·

GSU

·

students.
.
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EX-CELTIC STAR, SAM JON ES,
SEPAKS AT "TH EOLOGY FOR L U N C H "
A former Boston Celtic star, Sam
Jones, in visiting Governors State,
expressed great satisfaction in the
growing number of athletic
scholarships now being offered
women athletes.
He has been running basketball
school s for girls since 1968,
discussed the ethics of recruitment
practices in high school and
college sports. Sam Jones said,

"Both the athlete and the coach
are under tr.emendous pressure.
Their ethics are often just a reflec
tion of the society they live in. He
came to Aurora to set up a co-ed
basketball school, and provided in
put and background as a resource
person for Governors State Univer
sity's "Theology for Lunch"
series, at the invitation of the cam
pus ministries' director, Rev.
Elmer Witt.

Collegiate Film and Video Co�petit ion
Are you producing film or videotape? If so, focusing your efforts
on the historic environment could pay off in four figures !
The National Trust for Historic Preservation has announced its
Third National Collegiate Film and Video Competition, "Exploring
Our Historic Environment," with entries due in Washington August
1 , 1976.
Competition is open to graduate and undergraduate students
enrolled in accredited colleges, universities and occupational
schools in the United States.
Individual students or groups are eligible.
First-place winners in each of four categories with more than
four entries will receive $1,000 prizes.
Categories are as follows :
-Preservation and restoration in process or completed, in
cluding traditional building crafts.
-Preservation and people : social, environmental and economic
issues.
-Rehabilitation and city planning that demonstrates concern for
preservation of older structures or areas.
-Historic site archaeology, historic horticulture or other sub
jects that aid m interpretation of a site or building.
Winning entries in the last year's competition depicted the
restoration of a shit by a skilled craftsman, explored New York
City's Central Park as a historic and natural resource, and
documented the heyday and eventual demise of the famous Broad
water Hotel in Helena , Montana.

. . . ,

. ... .

Additional information and entry forms may be obtained by
writing the Audio-visual Office, National Trust for Historic Preser
vation, 740-748 Jackson Place. N.W. Washington, D.C. 20006 .
· •
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eed to Orga nize
Students

De pt. of Correcti on s
Dr. Sitaram :
I tried to get in touch with you about
the book you co-authored witti Dean
Cogdell, but you weren't around. The
article was Dean Cogdell's comments,
but I know you did the boo k and didn't
think you would mind giving someone
else credit for helping you.
Sincerely yours,
Rodney C. Smith

To the students : the Innovator
welcomes your contributions.
However, because we have a
tabloid format, we must print 8, 12,
16, or 20 pages. Therefore, we have
to limit the amount of copy. The
person who lays out the paper sets
priorities. I f you m a k e a
contribution and it does not appear
in the paper, please don't threaten
anyone in the office verbally or
physically.

In the last issue of the IN
NOVATOR, Dean Cogdell and
Dr. K.S. were reported as co
authors of a boo k : "Foundations
of
I ntercultural
Com 
munication" .
The article gave the impression
Dean Cogdell wrote the book
along with S. Sitaram. Actually
Sitaram is the primary author
and is listed by the library of
congress as first author. Cogdell,
invited by Sitaram to contribute,
wrote sixteen pages of the 300
page book . Dr. Sitaram's book
culminates seven years of work.
Our apologies to Dr. Sitaram and
Dr. Cogdell.
INNOVATOR Editors

Gentlemen :
I was delighted to read that our GSU JAZZ ENSEMBLE won
most awards at the Jazz festival in Notre Dame. What amazed me
is that your paper did not print the names of all those able and
gifted musicians who performed in said festival . Who are they and
what is their function in the ensemble? Each one certainly deserves
our praise and should be recognized.
Sincerely yours
J .S. Ruggiero
B.O.G. Student

PARK FOREST SOUTH, Ill. 
"Theology for Lunch" Wednesday
series for May at Governors State
University :
May 12 - "Will the Religious In
stitutions Ever Get Together? "
Ms. Susan Vorwerk, Interfaith
council, Park Forest South.
May 19 - "The University of the
Future," Dr. Virginio Piucci, vice
president for research and in-

Th e
Innovator
The INNOVATOR might not be what everybody wants it to be
when they want it but we try to provide services and information
we feel is of importance and use to students. We have on occasion
approached many units within the university complex for letters,
news, and information that relate to all students. Some of them
have sent information which proved useful to the students. Many
others just don't respond at all. Any unit within this university exist
to serve and service the students needs. They should be jumping to
let us know what is going on and what is likely to go on.
There are a number of reports which you as student need to know
about. We would like to print those reports which show per
formance and qualifications. Those individuals who make big
bucks and cannot cut the mustard should gracefully exit if they
cannot get their act together.
It is with great pleasure that we announce the results of a lot of
talking and thinking. The Co�p unit have decided to supply the IN
NOVATOR with job offerings once again. For those of you who read
the paper regularly you know about the Co�p job we published
from time to time. We got more response from people outside the
university than we did students. We print these jobs hoping that
when and if a student get a job they would let us at the IN
NOVATOR know about it. We would not act as a referral service
but we will answer any questions you m ight have concerning what
�p is about and what you can do to help. We hope you can profit
from this feature which we hope serve the needs of the student.
Read �p every issue.

Robert Blue

While the SSAC meets and
discusses the problems surroun
ding disbursement of student
funds, our Qrganization is trying to
convince them that we are not a
regular GSU club. We do not give
parties. We gather and process
news and information. And in so
doing we prove ourselves worthy of
all accolades and responsibilities
of a commercial press establish
ment.
The Student Communication
Media Board needs to be ac
tivated ! This board is charged with
helping regulate and establish
student media at GSU. < more next
issue>
We are aware that memoran
dums have been sent to the Univer
sity Assembly informing them of
this fact. No word as yet on what
happens next. However, one thing
is certain to emerge when and if
the SCMB becomes operational .
One, the INNOVATOR will not
have to argue it s case before a
gro"up who might not have a
working knowledge of what
publishing is abou t.
Two, administratively the SSAC
would no longer be bogged down
with trying to initiate student
media and take care of activities at
the same time. As a former SSAC
member ( parliamentarian ) I un
derstand the tasks which the com
mittee faces. This is why the SCMB
is so important.
·

New Application

novation, Governors State Univer
sity.
May 26 · - "Creative Problem
Solving," Ms. Sandy Gleason, con
sultant, Chicago Heights.
T h e ec u m e n i c a l
C a m pus
Ministries council is sponsor of the
"bring your own brown-bag lunch"
sessions from noon to 1 p.m. in the
student services conference room ,
D-1120.

E�itorial

The INNOVATOR is a student
run organization. The Student ser
vices advisory committee is also a
student
orga n i z a t i o n .
The
newspaper publishes regularly and
is distributed to all students at no
additional cost. Most of the ac
tivities offered by the SSAC are ac
companied by a price tag. The
student is taxed twice for the same
service. The INNOVATOR tries to
be fair and representational as
newspapers go. We do not faze out
operations when the normal
budget funding from SSAC runs out
as other "clubs" must.
The nature of our service to
students transcends financial
means and ends. You as students
need to be kept informed on those
things which affect us as students.
There is a misconception abound
concerning where the newspaper
gets its money. Unlike other clubs
on campus that are funded in full
by the SSAC, the INNOVATOR
only receives 20 of its funding
directly from student activities
money. Yet the relationship be
tween the INNOVATOR and SSAC
has always bee n a dubious and
precarious one. The committee at
times has appeared as hinderance
to the successful operations of a
newspaper. We have on occassion
looked the other way as the com
mittee clearly stepped into areas
that resembled infringement upon
our constitutional rights.

Applications are now being ac
cepted for the Tchala Jaguri
Memorial Award to be presented
by the Governors State University
Peforming Arts Guild for service
to the performing arts at GSU. A
check for $100 will be presented to
the recipient.
Applicants should prepare a let
ter to the PAG Award Committee
stating their qualifications for
being considered for the award.
Letters should be accompanied by
two testimonial documents from

persons in a position to recom
mend the applicant to the Com
mittee and be submitted no later
than May 15, 1976, to :
Tchalla Jaguri Memorial Award
Comm ittee, Performi ng Arts
Guild, SSAC, Governors State
University, Park Forest South, IL

60466 .

Applicants must have been
registered students at the Univer
sity during the fiscal year June
1975-1976.

When You Start Praying ,
You Start Paying
A grievance com mittee was one-sided when it comes to
formed to handle the Bob Lott decisions about blacks.
issue, but disbanded itself, ac
And what about racism? That lit
cording to Lott, bet:ause ' 'the tle display of 1960 black protest
Presidents office would not listen tactics pull off by the Black
to them ."
Caucus, appears as another too
Subsequently, an ad hoc com short lived effort by blacks to
mittee has come into being to han resolve anything.
dle financial difficulties, but can
An astonishing thing i s that
not deal with the Lott situation.
This means, in effect, there is no
committee - It has been almost
Abi Aiimobi
two months now.
Norma Allen
Much of the air surrounding the
Robert Blue
Bob LoU issue and charges of
Michael Leigh
racism, hurled against the ad
Rodney Smith
ministration, has subsided like it
always seem to do.
It is talked about politely now,
private, in half hearted whispers of
rationality.
Some say Lott got what he de
served .. . "certainly, the boss
should have the last word in hirin�

blacks can't seem to get together
among themselves to deal with any
real issues. It is a symptom !
In this case, it seems that the
"man" will again get what he
wants, and blacks, merely the
satisfaction of an old time prayer
meetin' .

Regular Staff

and firing procedures. "
Perhaps they are right. Yet, it
seems that the larger question < a
white boss ' frame o f reference and
sense of value> is ignored. It is
very possible for a white man to
view the situation too narrow and

Sharon Wallace
Tom Mandel
Martha Hamilton
Asif Sayeed

The vi-• and opinions appearing on this page ore those
of the writer or illustrators and does not necessarily reflect
the position or vi- of the INNOVATOR management. This
page of oplneonoted comment Is provided to the university
community with the intent of being that forum for personal
refelction and comment on orticl" appearing In the
publications. All rebuHol reaction should be odd r"sed to the
author of sold article or the Governors State University
Student Learning Project: INNOVATOR.
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GSU St u dents Atten d Con vent io- n
.

jatnes t. chopores

The roar o.f the crowd. The smell of smokie rooms

Let me see your teeth.

On friday, tnarch 28 myself and
6 other GSU students took the
SSAC van and headed west to
Allaheitn California to attend the
FOR
ASSOCIATION
EDUCATIONAL
COM·
AND
M U N I CATIONS
TECHNOLOGY convention. Our
group included Becky Keller,
Mary Oberly, Beverly Sandler,
Nortna Allen, Robert Blue, Rick
Ryberg and myself.
Since we were spending so
touch titne on the road we elected
to tnake several scenic side trips
( both to and frotn California ) .
Our first side trip was to the
petrified forest in arizona . After
waiting for the national park to
open we were greeted ( to our
atnazetnent) with a snowstorm !
However the snow quickly
dissappeared under the sun's
wartn rays and we were exposed
to the bright colors of the park.
Th is is where it all happened. The ship has landed.
we arrived at our motel in
anaheitn on sunday night. We
were fortunate that not only was
Convention center Anaheim, Cali�'omia
:1'
our motel located across the
street frotn Disneyland but only a
few doors down frotn the con
vention center where the AECT
activities were held.
The purpose of the convention
is to present the various aspects
of educational tnedia. This in
cluded seminars, tnedia pre
sentations and exhibitions of
equipment and supplies. For
example i attended a setninar on
how to get a job in Media where i
had the opportunity to personally
ask several questions of the head
of Burbank studios (where tnany
TV shows are made) . I also at·
tended as many of the filtn
showings i could, put toy natne on
mailing lists and took hotne at
least ten pounds worth of brocure
material. I also used the occasion
to talk to sotne tnedia people. For
example i talked to one of the
representatives frotn SANDLER
INSTITUTIONAL FILMS and
On the set is Hollywood. INNOVA TOR reporter
learned sotne of the reasons why
this small filtn producing house is
now distributing their own filtns.
in scenefor "Emergency"
The other GSU refugees that
were at the convention included
Professors Dave Wight (who was ..
also at USC preparing for his __.......;..,_
studies there while on his
-•u•n"""''" frotn GSU) Ken Silber
( who
chairmaned
several ••••�
setninars ) John Johnson and
Rick Robinson frotn the ICC.
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Well! If you won't believe me

The van camp. Look like we are going to have

In addition to the educational
en
were
there
activities
tertaintnent and social activities.
The major event in this category
was the AECT sponsored night at
Disneyland. We were allowed
unlimited use of the rides frotn
7ptn to tnidnite. In addition to
that there were the Hospitality
suites where we were able to
meet various tnedia people (such
as the head of video at SIU) .
Thursday (the day before we
headed eastward) several of us,
including Rick Ryverberg, Nor
rna Allen, Robert Blue and I,
went to Universal City for their
studio tour.
On the way back we stopped
to operate.
at arcosanh and the Grand
Canyon. However after that our
luck turned sour. We forced to
spend the night in HOLBROOK,
ARIZONA because of car trouble.
later
was
p r o b l e tn
The
diagnossed a s a carburator
fouled by bad gasoline. Another
misfortune occurred when a
piece of one of our tires carne off.
As a result we were delayed sotne
tnore. It had been our original ex
pectation to have been hotne sun
day night or tnoney tnorning at
the latest but it turned out that we
arrived back in the tnidwest
tuesday morning.

Photo by

Haven 't we met BOmewhere before?

james t. chopore�

The sweater isfor sale. You can have the shirt.

What kind o_fiort:st is located.

7000feet

above sea leool?.
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Decen ding to the planets surface and holding steady.

Arcosanti revisited.

Now there is a hard working proje&<JOr

A sniperfires. The crowd gathers. One man hit . . .

As a machine Ijust sit still and hope

you won't give m e cancer of the lungs.
The place where dreams are made. Universal studios
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African Liberation March : May 22
The All-African People's
African people the world over
Revolutionary Party clearly un are marching for total victory
derstands that the tide of the and tmCOnditional support for
African Revolution has reached a those areas such as Guinea
new stage with the intensification Bissau, Mozambique, Guinea,
of the present war for African Tanzania, Algeria, etc . ; who
liberation in Angola.
have liberated themselves from
The A-APRP woul d like to colonialism and are now fighting
make it crystal clear that the war against all forms of economic and
raging in Angola is part and par other imperialisms.
cel of the world-wide African
We are marching on African
revolutionary process. The Liberation Day for total victory
world-wide African Revolution is and unconditional support for the
one.
M FLA in Angola.
As Osagyefo Kwame Nkrumah
We are marching on May 22 for
tells us, Tbe total liberation and total victory and unconditional
unification of Africa under an All support for the forces of African
African Socialist Government revolution who are fighting
must be the primary objective of against the last remnants of
all
Black
revolutionaries European settler colonialism,
throughout the world.''
racism, and apartheid in the
It is with this understanding Southern part of the African
that the A-APRP issues a world homeland.
wide call for the masses of
African people are marching
African people to join us on on Washington for total victory
African Liberation Day, May 22, and unconditional support for the
1!r16; in Washington, D.C. for a forces of African revolution who
rally and a march.
are fighting in Eritrea against
The All-African People's the last remnants of feudalism
Revolutionary Party and the and the new neo-colonialism
masses of African people are which is being imposed on the
marching, "TO TAKE A FRICAN Eastern portion of our homeland.
LIBERATION DAY BACK TO
African people all over the
A FRICA."
world are marching for total vic
We are marching for Pan tory and unconditional support
Africanism which is correctly for the revolutionary forces in
defined as the total liberation and Palestine and the Arab Gulf who
unification of the continent of are fighting against all forms of
Africa under scientific Socialism.
zionism, settler colonialism, im"

r e t ros p ec t

perialism, fascism, racism and
apartheid.
The A-APRP and the masses of
African people are marching for
total victory and unconditional
support for the revolutionary for
ces in Puerto Rico who are
fighting for the liberation of
Puerto Rico from American im
perialism.
The masses of African people
are marching for total victory
and unconditional support of the
revolutionary African forces who
are fighting against all forms of
imperialism and neo-colonialism
in the Caribbean, Central and
South America ; and on the con
tinent of Africa.
We are marching
on
Washington
on
African
Liberation Day, May 22, 1!r16; for
total victory and unconditional
support to the American Indian
and Chicano movements who are
fighting to reclaim their land
from
American
settler
colonialism.
The All-African People's
Revolutionary Party calls on all
revolutionary Africans, Puerto
Ricans, Indians, Chicanos and
Arabs to join us on African
Liberation Day, May 22, 1976; in
Washington, D.C.
We also urge African people all
over the world to join us by mar
ching wherever they are on
African Liberation Day.
Stokely Carmichael,
Organizer for the All-African
People's Revolutionary Party

a p h o t ogra p h i c ess ay
by J u l i e T a y l o r

Julie Taylor or Richton Park a
graduate student at Gov
State university, will exhibit 23
photos from her graduate thesis
beginning tomorrow and con-

�

. may

1 -15

GA L L E RY
govern ors s tate u n l� e rs l t y
THE

" Pho enix " Tryouts Ma y 25-17
Tryouts for Governors State
University's summer production
of Christopher Fry's classic commedy A Phoenix Too Frequent
directed by Mel M. Slott are
scheduled for May 25, 26 and 'rl at
7 : 30 p.m. in the
Drama
Workshop.
The three character play < 1
man, 2 women) is a hilarious
bl�d of satiric comedy and
delightful verse set in ancient
Rome. The story is of a pious

tinuing through May 15.
The exhibit will be in Infmi
gallery in the Learning Resource
s
center of GS. The exhibit title is
"Retrospect: A Photographic
Essay."

widow-and her not-so-pious return to the pleasant life she bas
maid-who mourns for the death too soon decided to give up.
Rehearsals will begin on June 1
of her recently deceased husband
in the tomb where his bier lies for the fmal production to be
awaiting interment. Soon both presented on Friday through Sun
women suffer the pangs of seH- day, June 25, 26 and 'n. For ad
imposed hunger and the loss of ditional information please call
male company. Such strife is 534-5000 ext 2119.
nobly endured only until a hand
some guard appears. Before
long the widow is ready to forget
her grand experiment of with
534-5000
drawing from the world and

I NFI N I TV
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\\f lfl\tll

PHONE IN AD.
ext. 2260
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Planetary Rhythms Mfect Your Body
The seeds of a revolution in the treatment of medical
diseases are quietly sprouting in a laboratory on
Chicago's West Side.
What will be eliminated is the most informal kind of
medical instructions, the kind that come with prescrip
tions you pick up at the pharmacy which teD you to
take "one pill at bedtime, two at lunch. " In its place
will come precise instructions for taking the powerful
chemicals which doctors use to lmock out such
disabling conditions as arthritis and such life
threatening diseases as cancer. They will be given only
at the precise time that the condition or disease is par·
ticularly susceptible to such treatment.
The new order which is coming in the treatment of
disease intimately involves a new ingredient : time.
Medical scientists are now fmding that there is a time
for everything under your skin, and that your body is
more than mystically linked to the cycles of the
heavenly bodies .
There are rhythms which do lie in the stars, the sun
and the moon-rhythms in your body's physiological
linkage to their behavior in our sky.
If you think about it, life itself is a cycle of biology.
You are born, you grow and reach adulthood : you live,
you die. Human life has several time marU:Such as on
set of sexual maturity and greying of hair. There are
also points during the human lifetime, when people are
most creative or make the most money. For instance,
most medical discoveries are made by persons ages 35
to 39 years, the most creative ages for architects are 40
to 44 years, the same age span for authors of best
selling books. Composers of grand opera peak at age 35
to 39, billiard champions at 31 to 36 years, best money
making movie actresses 23-27 years, U.S. Supreme
Court justices 70 to 74 years, and Roman Catholic
Popes 82 to 92 years.
With all our scientific and mechanical sophistication
and ability to affect nature, we are very much the
pawns of natural time forces. The female menstrual
cycle seems somehow linked to the moons 28-day
cycle, Men also have a cycle which regulates not only
sexua l activity but also weieght, varying a pound or
two over the four weeks.
The earth revolves around the sun once every 12
months, creating the seasons, Doctors weD-known that
peptic ulcers flare up most often in spring and tall.
Furthermore, deaths from hardening of the arteries
peak in January, suicides peak in May, accidental
deaths in July and August. Eskimoes suffer "Arctic

hysteria" in the depths of winter darkness, but come
out of it when the days grow longer.
The earth rotates on its axis so as to complete one
tum every 24 hours. That means that half of the time
we are on the dark side, facing away from the sun, and
half of the day on the bright ,side, facing the sun.
Our bodies undergo regular variations which
beautifully coincide with the 24-hour daily cycle. For
instance, your body temperature rises and falls 2
degrees with clockwork regularity, starting below the
normal of 98.6 degrees in the morning and rising above
it in the evening. Your heartbeat and your blood
pressure have the same kind of daily highs and lows. So
do the output of hormones by glands, and the func·
tioning of the kidneys. The urine processed by the kid
neys is constantly changing, as a result. A 24-hour
urine analysis shows the influence on the kidneys of the
rhythms of the various hormones of the body.
Likewise, the liver has its time cycles. The way it
release glucose-the food of the brain-is regulated by
some sort of daily clockwork. The liver's output of
glucose rises in the morning, peaks at 5 p.m. and falls
until it bits a low at about 4 a.m. The same glucose con
centration in the blood also affects the hunge center of
the brain, more so, in fact, than the contractions of
your stomach or food before you.
Your five senses also show daily cycles. They are
dullest before dawn, begin to sharpen with the sun,
reach a high plateau at about 6 p.m. , and peak at 3
a.m., only to faD back to duUness .
You are a completely different person at 6 a.m. and
at & p.m. !
I learned much about the biological rhythms of the
body from Dr. Velayudhan Nair of the Chicago Medical
School , one of the world authorities on the subject. Dr.
Nair is quick to point out that his work has nothing to do
with the now-popular biorhythm craze.
Instead, Dr. Nair is involved in the scientific study of
what scientists caD circadian rhythms < from the Latin,
meaning "about day" > .
Called "Vel" by his friends whose tongues trip on his
East Indian name, he has spent much of his career
measuring the potency of medicines in relation to cir
cadian cycles. In his clipped English accent < be
received his Ph.D. from the University of London ) , he
explained that future prescriptions for medicines wiD
take these circadian rhythms into account.
And well they should. His studies, reported at the In
ternational Society for the Study of Biol�ical Rhyth-

ms, and other meetings, show that the very basic sub
stances of life display rhythms. Too smaU to be seen to
have cyclical changes of form under the supereye of
the electron microscope. Laboratory studies of these
structures show their chemical processes also follow
basic rhythms and are very active at some hours of the
day while dormant at other hours.
Starting with these clues, Dr. Nair and his associates
found that the action of certain drugs follow the
rhythm of these cellular processes . The implications of
his research are that the drug-circadian interplay is
more than a laboratory curiosity. Dr. Nair emphasized
the point : 'Today we are dealing with increasing num
bers of extremely potent drugs. While they are very ef.
fective, they also cause many side effects. We phar
macologists, who study the effects of drugs on different
parts of the body, look at the effects of a wide range of
doses-from noneffective to lethal, and everything in·
between. The ideal dose for a patent should be that
which has the most effect on the disease while having
the least adverse effect on the rest of the body.
"To just reduce the dosage blindly usually lowers the
effectiveness of the medicine. But for drugs which
have circadian action, the dosage can be reduced
selectively, by taking this rhythm into account. Then
you can accomplish a great deal of good with a little
dose adjustment. ''
He was speaking about medicines which you would
take over a long period of time, for a chronic condition
such as high blood pressure, not about two aspirins
taken once for a simple headache.
"Think about the possibilities for cancer
chemotherapy," be offered. "We necessa rily use very
dangerous and very potent drugs to combat these
malignant growths. But they are employed like a
shotgun, instead of a rifle, to hit the bull's eye.
"How elegant it would be to hit the cancer at exactly
the right moment with just a minimum dose of such
chemicals in the body. Now, we know that all cells
which divide do so according to some sort of rhythmic
basis. And cancer cells certainly divide. That is the
trouble, in fact : They divide too actively. If we could
ject the right chemical into the body at precisely the
time that the cancer ceUs were most vulnerable
whether it be day or night, or every third day, or
whatever-we could spare that patient that powerlu)
chemical the rest of the time and he might not suffe un
pleasant side effects."
•

To be continued next luue
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Every other Monday, THE
INNOVATOR, student-produced
newspaper at nearby Governors
State University, brings campus
and community news, features
a nd N O W your a d v e r t ising
message to every corner of the
growing GSU community.
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GS U M ember s Contrib ut e t o
N at 'l G uida nc e Confer en ce
Governors State University
professionals and students were
major contributors to the recent
l!r16 American Personnel and
Guidance Association Convention
held in Chicago, lllinois, participating in two convention
programs. The first program was
co-chaired by Dr. Joyce S. Kennedy and Dr. Paul G. Hill. Dr. Kennedy is University Professor of
Human Relations Services (counselor education ), and Dr. Hill is
Advocate
U n i vers i ty
and
Professor of Human Learning and
Development. The program ineluded a panel of students from the
Chicago metropolitan area. Expressing their pointed themes of
concern were : Diana Bates,
Cosima Dean, Eleanor Jameson,
Susan LaDuca, Linus Petravicius,
Norma Petravicius, Ellen Silver,
and Barbara Williams.
Entitled, " Needs and Expectations of New and Emerging
S t u d e n t Pop u l a t i o n s , ' ' the
program was an interdivisional ac-

tivity following a main theme
sessi on. Co-chairpersons, Kennedy
and Hill, made a pointed appeal for
cooper a t i v e
planning
and
programming among a nd between
professional education and guidan
ce associations, and th� mounting
of a unified and concerted frontal
attack on common educational
problems. Additionally the inter
divisional program was directed at
sensitizing guidance specialists to
the expectations and unique needs
of students, such as ethnic
minority students, returning
housewives, senior citizens, and
the handicapped .
The second program presented
By Dr. Hill of Governors State
University featured Dr. Joyce
Kennedy as reactor, Herb Robinson as moderator, and Kim Mason
as recorder. The program was
billed as "Blind Pigeons Don't
Fly." It was a more expansive in
traduction to the concepts of
Psychology ;
Aquarian
first
previewed at the October lllinois

Guidance and Personnel
Association Conference. Dr. Hill
discussed the process of Aquarian
Psychology which not only aims at
the liberation of the human mind ,
but also about the facilitation of
learning how to survive by
developing the delicate, creative
talents of students. Participants
were told of the need for teachers
and counselors who
scholarly
and possessive of advanced skills
and techniques, utilizing audio
visual aids, programmed learning ,
and up-to-date books . However, the
basic need which
make a
significant difference was in
dicated to be in the area of at
titudinal factors in the inter-

are

can

personal human relationship bet-. Program moderator, Herb
ween learning facilitator andd Robinson, is currently Director of
students. Teaching along with Financial Aids at Governors State
counseling was described as a University in Park Forest South.
human relation services.
The program recorder, Kim
Failing to realize this , educators Mason, also assistant to Paul G.
have fpcused on the teacher and Hill in the University Advocab's
not the person in the process, on ef- Office, is currently pursuing a
degree in Human Service work.
forts and not on results.
Dr. Kennedy responded by
relating the concepts of Aquarian
Psychology to perceived short
comings of current educational
strategies. She reviewed the sur
vival needs of students and the
potential for creating atmospheric
conditions which facilitate lear
ing and
minimize disruptive
behavior.
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" Countdown at Kus i n i "
E m ma Yoti Endeley

the oppressors and kill the most
prominent ones. The revolutionary
war in Angola is stiiJ fresh in our
memories. Zimbabwe < Rhodesia )
is under the inevitable threat of
war. South Africa 's apartheid
regime is a constant reminder of
the frustrations that perpetrate
guerrilla warfare. The theme of
"Countdown At Kusini" is very
contemporary and the timing is
perfect .
We hope this is a trend for more
involvement of Africans in movies
about them . We also hope it is a
step towards mutual awareness
between Blacks in Africa and the
United States. As Motapo says
tree tops.
This movie has quite a few ' You have to know about us and we
unique qualities. Ossie Davis, have to know a bout you. '
and Greg Morris play
Ruby
the major roles but some Afncans
also feature in key roles. By the
way, they are portrayed wearing
clothes instead of naked savage
that media perpetrates.
The whole movie is shot in
Nigeria , another unique quality.
The beautiful cities, the slums and
the countryside are all accurately
portrayed.
At the insistence of the Nigerian
government, Nigerians took part
in the acting as well as the
technical crew. Those who needed
training got on the job training:
and if the movie is to be judged on
the whole as the effort of the crew
and cast, it was a job well done.
The effort of the Delta Sigma
Theta sorority should be com
mended. They put their mont�} and
energies into something they
believed in. As Ossie Davis ex
pounded on the program 'Common
Ground', a weekly CBS program,
they believe in an idea enough to do
something about it. It is not enough
to curse the makers of 'blax
because
movies
ploitation '
somehow the curse always comes
back to us, the audience, who pay
for these movies. The beautiful
women of Delta did not sit and
curse, they di d somef!ring.
The theme couldn't have come at
a more appropriate time. ossie
D�is. w� p�p Motapo, is the
liberator. Backed by guerrilla
fighters Ruby nee , Greg Morris,
and several young and old
Africa s men and women, fight
,.
.. . . . . · · -- .'
. ,.
Being an intern at WBBM TV, I
had the opportunity to screen the
movie "Countdown At Kusini" the
day before the premiere showing
downtown. I went there with quite
a bit of skepticism. In film and
television, as well as many books
for schools, the African has been
portrayed as savage, slavish and
what have you. Rarely does the
United tales get a true portrayal
of the Africa and Africans of today.
I have finally grown accustomed to
college kids who do not know that
there are cars in Africa and that
people hve in houses and not on
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Share expenses

Graauate student has modem two
bedroom furnished suburban apar
tment to be shared with straight,
responsible, clean, individual.
Features carpet, A/C patio, Pool,
Clubhouse, Laundry; and Parking
facilities. Location 159th Street
East Calumet City. Two minutes
from the expressway. $100.00 per
For Sale : One set of Spaulding MV- month. Call Mr. Rupert 849-0146
2 Golf Clubs, one 3 & 4 woods, 3-9 days. 94Ni120 after midnight.
pitching wedge iroqs, b�g and cart.
Call : Ex. 2520, Phil Walusek.

Won't you sublet a one bedroom
apartment? Central air, pets are
allowed washer and dryer include.
I & 0 storage. Location is in Burnham Oaks, Park Forest South.
That whole new town. $231 month
rent to share. Call 534-9635.

Free Classified advertising in the INNOVATOR
for all CSU students.
For Sale:

One set of Spaulding MV
Gold Clubs, one 3 & 4 woods, 3-9

pitching wedge irons, bag and cart.
Call: Ex. 2520, PbU Walusek.

Wanted: Male roommate to share
expenses. 2 bedroom hol!le In New
Lenox.

Contact: Doug after 8 p.m. (815)
� 1 24.
Wanted: Male or female full-time
chUd care worker to work In GSU

Child Care Center. Not a work
study pos ition. '520/ month.

Contact : Steven Heller, 534-5930.

Classified Advertising

For Sale : 9 X 12 rug. Beige color,
excellent condition. $90.00 new ;
asking $50.00 or best offer. In
terested call Bill at GSU X2326. A
good buy

For Sale: 2.... portable . Zenith
Color TV, excellent condition,
S225. 1966 Chevrolet Van, S200.

Lionel trains wanted. Top dollar
paid. Ca l l 7..7-5!)6()

Wanted : Actors and actresses !
Ever want to be in a film? I'm
directing a film for film production
and need talent. We will be
shooting on weekends and at your
convenience. Film is a comedy of
life at G.S.U. Call me for try-out
times. Contact : Jim, 327-5482.
Wanted : Used bed or bedroom set.
Contact: A&R, 2521

The

For Sale : 1!r74 Datsun B210 with air
conditioning, 30 MPG, 4 speed ,
asking $2400. 1!r70 Volvo 1448, 4 Dr.,
4 speed , asking $1300. 1m Honda
350 CL, Gold, with a sissy bar.
Asking $700. Contact Mark at 4476193.

It will be the new policy of the Placement Office as of May 12, 1!r76
that absolutely no information on positions posted through the
Placement Office either in the Innovator or on the bulletin boards,
will be given to any student who is not registered with this office.
The following is a very brief listing of some jobs listed with the
Placement Office. For further details on them or a larger selection,
please check with the Placement Office.

My-226
Assistant Principal
Directly responsible to Prin
cipal at a j unior high school,
requires valid I l l i nois Type 75
Certificate with adm inistrative
endorsement, prefer some ad·
m lnstratlve experience In the
a p p l i cation
sett i ng ,
school
dead l i ne : May 21, 1976 Dolton,

Chicago Cou n s e l i n g a nd
Cente r, 57 1 1

Psychotherap y

Roommate

Richton

(3

Park

l o c a t ed
m iles

All Interested persons in the
university

to

like

who would

participate in Jewish programs
shou ld contact

Rabbi

C ha h n

Rozwaski of Campus Min istry.
Rabbi Rozwaski will welcome
any

suggestions

and

inquiries

implementation

d e v e l o p m e nt

of

a

and

Jewish

program a t the university. Rabbi
Rozwaski wi l l be available in the
campus Ministry office by ap.
pointment.

He

may

a lso

be

reached at 799·9404.

I n s t r u ctor A - 1 56
Biology
Master's degree In Biological
in
Sci ences, experience in
dividualized instruction and team
teaching, community college ex
not
but
Perience preferred
required, salary commensurate
with experience and education,
beginning
full-time
available
August, 1 976 Champaign, I l l inois

Disbursem ents Auditor I I .A-189
Processing of invoices, freight
bil ls, report of receipts and other
documents for proper payment,
Bachelor-lev el degree in Ac
Ad
B u s i ness
or
cou n t i n g
perience, and be a registered ministration, starting salary Is
Medical Technologist. Kankakee, $8,600/depending on experience
I l l i nois
and qualification s. Kankakee,

from

G.S.U. ) . 3 swimming pools <one
Indoor ) ,

sauna,

tennis

court,

' 1 20/ month.
Contact: Terl, 747-1 134.

For Sale: Business, In the area of
servicing , will train. S350 to S.tOO
per month. Days only, considered
part . time.

For Sale : 7' pool table, 4 cues ,
bridge, and balls, best offer. on
tact: Sharon x 2418 or 747-9135 after 5.

a s psychotherapy or a s a sub·
stitute

for

probably

p s y c hoth e r a p y ,

p a rt i c i pa n ts

a lt h o u g h

find

perience.

it

a

useful

wi l l
ex

P a r t i c i pa n ts w i l l

neither be paid or cha rged for
their sessions. Call 6U-1800.

For

Sa le : 1 E T I Mini.Power
Speaker, 1 year old, retai ls for
$400, asking S300. 2 Dutane Voice
Columns, Mod . GA315 asking
S1 75/ pair. Also, 1 BSR Mod .
4620W Turntable $85
Marke ting Graduate : Decem ber
1975 graduate of Govern or State
University Graduate School of

birth
S I ST E R 5-Astrobiological
control. Safe and natura l. In Business seeking full.tim e em.
terested in discussion group, call ployment. Good investment in
Nancy or Judy, 81 5-465·6077. respons ibility and abi lity. Able to
( Beec her, I l l . )
relocate. Sa la ry is open. For
For Sa le : 7 ft . poo l table with more Inform ation contact I n·
accessories. S30.00 or best offer. novator at (312) ·534-5000 Ext.
2260
C.ll: Sharon Ext. 2260

P ublishing Sc he du le
The Governors State University Student Learning
l>roject: INNOVATOR, is published bi-weekly and will
be mailed to all GSU students and alumni upon
request. To our «eneral readership and possible ad
vertiser, we print our deadline for submitting material
and publishing schedule. We will be looking forward to
any contacts responsible groups or individuals might
wish to advertise in the pages of the INNOVATOR.
Interested persons can contact our office at 534-5000
extension 2260 or write to us at ; Governors State
University c/ o INNOVATOR, Park Forest South
Illinois ; 60466. We look forward to seeing you in print.

I l l inois

I n structor A - 2 1 0
Chem istry
previous
degree,
Master's
teaching experience, community
college experience preferred,
salary commensurate with ex
education,
and
per i e n c e
beginning
full-time
available
August, 1 976 Champaign, I l l i nois

Public Service Librarian A214
Assist students, faculty and
other cl ients In the use of all the Clerk- E xped itor A-163
l i brary facil ities, Master's In
Requires a working knowledge
Library Science, 2 or more yrs of production orders, working
full -time l lbrarlanship, starting with production foreman on ex
S l l , 1 00. App l i cation pediting parts, some typing and
salary :
22, 1976, Warren, f i l i ng, some knowledge of blue
May
deadline:
Soc i a l
Worker A- 1 90
MSW
preferred, start at S 1 2,500 plus MI.
pri nts and accounti ng. Monee,
good benefits, responsibil ities In
I l l i nois
clude assisting and supervising
four community workers and one
placement counselor. Chicago, E lementary Mathematics
Teacher .A-209
I l l i nois
Academ ic Adviser My-231
E lementary or Secondary Cer
Master 's degree, sta r t i n g
tification, m inimum of 1 8 hours In salary S10,522-1 5,788. Applicat ion
Rudlng I nstructor
for Individualized
mathematics, experience or d e a d l i n e :
1 97 6 .
31,
May
Li\b o r a to r y A - 1 6 7 Student Teaching I n a J unior Mi lwaukee, Wisconsi n
Study
Master's degree In Reading with H igh School preferred. H i nsdale,

I l l i nois

PHONE IN AD.
534·5000 ext. 2260

Dead l i ne

Apri l 20

Admissi ons Speciali st My-231
Bachelor's degree, starting
salary $9,000- 1 3,724. Applica tion
deadl ine: May 3 1 , 1976 Dolton,

I l linois

P�;blications

Apri l 26

May 4

May 1 0

May 18

May 24

J une 1
J une 1 5
J une 29

Drug Counselor A-137
Bachelor's degree required.
Must apply for Civil Service
status, salary S9,9.46. Chicago,
I l linois

to

In

15% off on calculators. When
ready, c�ll Jerry at 799-3!r76.

Participation should not be seen

Coordinator o f Medical
Laboratory Technology ·
Program A·215
I nvolves both instructional and
administrative duties, Bachelor's
degree, preferably a Master's,
minimum 3 yrs of clinical ex

I l l i nois

emphasis on diagnostic testing,
remedial reading, curriculum
development, and reading theory
preferred, salary related to
background and experlence,9 mon
th contract/temporary position.
Ava i lable: August, 1976 Cry sta l
Lake, I l l .

Female

apartment

The GSU Child Care Center is in South Woodlawn, needs P40Pie
need of outdoor equipment, i.e., who are willing to talk about their For Sale : '72 Pinto-2dr. sedan, new
persona l problems and feelings muffler, tires, low mileage best of
bikes, wagons, etc.
1 0 s e s s i o n s w i t h a fer. Contact: 748-2601 between 6
for
psychotherapist - in . training. and 1 p.m. only.

about the

CO-QP ED/PLACEMENT INFORMER
It has been a long time since this office has been in the student
newspaper. We regret it. Unfortunately, due to a shortage of man
power, our absence was a necessity rather than neglect. Hopefully,
we will be back on a regular basis now that Burt Collins, Director of
Placement, has returned and a full-time temporary secretary,
Donna McBride Low, has been employed.

Wanted :
share

in psychology, social work, human
services, agriculture, journalism,
public relations, landscape ar·
chitecture, business administration, etc. in a UJ}iQue_!�untry atWan ted·· Ride to New York City , on
mosphere-55 acres-livmg comor about May 24th. Two people
munally with outstanding qualified
w i l l i n g to s h a re driving and
faculty for an 8-week summer
expenses.
term. Write for brochure. Samuel
Cal l : (815) 933-2058 before 10 : 00 and Melvin Kopp Center for Con
·
a.m.
tinuing Education, 1562 Valley
�iew Road, Hone! Creek, WisconWanted: Ride to New York City, sm,_
53138. ( M idway between
M a d i s o-n ,
one way, arond Ma y 23 or 24, C � 1 c a g o ,
and
S c h o l a r s h i ps
Willlng to share expenses and M l l_ w a u k e e )
ava llable.
driving. Call (815> 939-707 1 .

Contact: Mary, ext. 2316. •

·
co -op Alone

SUMMER OPPORTUNITIES
INTERN PROGRAM

June 7
June 2 1
J u ly S

J u ly 1 3

J u ly 1 9

J u ly 27

Aug. 2

